INTRODUCTION
The unitary rotation of data arrays of pixellated images in two or three dimensions has basic implications in image processing and presents an interesting theoretical problem on the conservation of information. While efficient algorithms exist to perform rotations of such data arrays through interpolation techniques [1] , our aim is to represent these transformations unitarily, so that they can be inverted with no loss of information. This requirement cannot be met by interpolation or approximation algorithms.
Among the papers that provide a group-theoretical treatment to the problem, Pei and Liu wrote a very interesting paper [2] that used the transformation between 3D Cartesian and angular oscillator modes given by the Moshinsky coefficients hn x ; n y ; n z jn; l; m [3, 4] , implementing various cutoffs in n (total energy), l (angular momentum) and/or m (z projection) to approximate 3D functions by finite data arrays.
Our approach was originally based on the geometry and dynamics of the discrete and finite harmonic oscillator model on N points [5] . Without invoking explicitly this physical model, we will refer the construction of Cartesian arrays of N 2j 1 values (pixels) per side to the well-known representations of the Lie algebra su(2) of spin j. We regard onedimensional (1D) data arrays as states f m ≡ 1 hj; mjfi ∈ C N on the usual complex vector space of functions on N 2j 1 equidistant points mj j −j ; these points belong to the spectrum of the "position" operator J 1 , chosen among the three su2 generators. Another generator of su2, J 3 , numbers a convenient orthonormal basis for C N , that of Kravchuk functions. The necessary expressions are briefly reviewed in Section 2.
In two dimensions (2D), we see and call the states pixellated images f m x ; m y ≡ 1x hj; m x j 1y hj; m y jfi on an N × N grid of points m x , m y j j −j , whose coordinates are the eigenvalues of two commuting operators J 1;x , J 1;y ∈ su2 x ⊕ su2 y so4-the 4D orthogonal algebra, in the "square" representation j x j y ≕ j, where again N 2j 1. As we recall in Section 3, we can import [6] bases of states with "angular momentum" lj j 0 , with components classified by μj l −l [7] , on which rotations act through multiplication by phases. This rotation is unitary in the complex vector space jfi ∈ C N 2 of all 2D images [8] . In Section 4, we use these 2D results for three-dimensional (3D) rotations through Euler angles α; β; γ around the z, y, and z axes, respectively. Each factor is a unitary 2D rotation in a stack of pixel planes.
In Section 5, we use the generalized Euler angle parametrization for D-dimensional rotations of Cartesian data arrays, factoring the SOD manifold into SOD − 1 and a D-sphere S D . In the concluding Section 6, we briefly indicate approximations which are invariant under rotations and some evident remarks on the extension to the Fourier group of linear Hamiltonian systems [9, 10] .
ONE-DIMENSIONAL FINITE OSCILLATOR BASIS
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the generators fJ i g 3 i1 of su2 in the representation j will provide the labels and bases for C N (N 2j 1) as follows:
position m: J 1 jj; mi 1 mjj; mi 1 ; mj j −j ; mode n: J 3 jj; ni 3 n − jjj; ni 3 ; nj 2j 0 ;
"deformed" commutator between position and momentum that distinguishes the finite from the continuous model. The overlap between the position and mode bases yields the finite oscillator eigenstates, Ψ n m≔ 1 hj;mjj;ni 3 3 hj;jmje
where d j m;m 0 β in Eq. (3) are the well-known Wigner "little d" functions [11] , which provide the linear combination coefficients of the mode eigenstates under rotations generated by J 2 , namely, exp−iβJ 2 jj; ni 3 X 2j
which are real (by convention), and their generic form will be needed below. In Eq. (5), K n x; 1∕2; 2j K x n; 1∕2; 2j 2 F 1 −n; −x; −2j; 2 are the Kravchuk polynomials of degree n in x, so the Ψ n m have been called the Kravchuk functionsthey are real, orthogonal, and complete under the natural C N inner product. A state f ≡ jfi is given by the set of values f m 1 hj; mjfi ∈ C N .
TWO-DIMENSIONAL ROTATIONS
In two dimensions, we have pixellated images on N × N square "screens" given as states f ≡ jfi of the elements f m x ;m y 1 hj; m x ; m y jfi ∈ C N 2 , with the direct products jj; m x ; m y i 1 ≡ jj; m x i 1x jj; m y i 1y of two 1D eigenbases of the two commuting generators J 1;x ; J 1;y ∈ su2 x ⊕su2 y and "position" eigenvalues m x , m y j j −j . The 2D Cartesian basis of Kravchuk functions is thus the product of two 1D Kravchuk functions from Eq. (3), Ψ n x ;n y m x ; m y : 1 hj; m x ; m y jj; n x ; n y i 3 Ψ n x m x Ψ n y m y ; (8) that have the total mode n n x n y ("energy" n x n y 1), and a mode difference μ : n x − n y .
On each n constant ≤ 2j mode level lie the n 1 states fjj; 0; ni 3 ; jj; 1; n − 1i 3 ; …; jj; n; 0i 3 g; nj 2j 0 ;
while for n ≥ 2j lie the 4j − n 1 states fjj; n − 2j; 2ji 3 ; jj; n − 2j 1; 2j − 1i 3 ; …; jj; 2j; n − 2ji 3 g; nj
and the two sets overlap in the n 2j level. We underline that the subsets of n constant states do not form submultiplets under su2 x ⊕su2 y , because this algebra does not contain linear raising and lowering operators to connect n x ; n y with n x 1; n y ∓1; these will be imported. The importation process [6] subjects the states in each n constant level to the same linear combination with which the continuous oscillator model relates Cartesian and radialangular mode separations-between the 2D Hermite-Gauss and Laguerre-Gauss modes. In this way the row in Eq. (9), in the lower half of the so4 multiplet, having n 1 members, is endowed with an "angular momentum" l 1∕2n 1∕2n x n y and projection μ 1∕2n x − n y , jμj ≤ l. We write these states as jj; n; μ, where the round ket indicates that these are not the eigenstates of any so4 generator. In the upper half-rhombus [Eq. (10)], we replace n with 4j − n. The linear combination coefficients are again the well-known Wigner little-d matrices d n∕2 μ;μ 0 β of su2 [11] . This imported su2 will have integer and half-integer representations l 1∕2n.
In analogy to the continuous Hermite-Gauss and LaguerreGauss functions, out of the Kravchuk functions we form the Laguerre-Kravchuk functions given by [7, 8, 10] Λ j n;μ m x ; m y : 1 hj; m x ; m y jj; n; μ X n x n y n
which take complex values, and where the ranges of μ are
On the left side of Both sets of discrete functions in Fig. 1 are orthonormal and complete bases for C N 2 , and 1 hj; m x ; m y jj; n; μ is the unitary transform kernel between the pixel basis m x ; m y and the mode and angular momentum basis n; μ. Finally, in the j → ∞ limit, as the upper triangle "vanishes upward," the Kravchuk and Laguerre-Kravchuk functions become the wellknown Hermite-Gauss and Laguerre-Gauss beam functions. Now we can import the action of a rotation Rα on the states jj; n; μ through their natural multiplication by phases e −iμα :
Rα: Λ j n;μ m x ; m y : 1 hj; m x ; m y jRαjj; n; μ e −iμα Λ j n;μ m x ; m y :
Since Λ j n;μ m x ; m y are the elements of a unitary matrix of rows and columns m x ; m y and n; μ, and Rα in Eq. (14) is diagonal and unitary in the latter, the images in the pixel basis of the screen, ff m x ;m y g, m x , m y j j −j , will transform unitarily within the 2D square screen with an N 2 × N 2 matrix kernel R j α given by its elements as 
This kernel is unitary and also real, because complex conjugation of Eq. (11) exchanges μ↔ − μ, so under rotations real images will remain real. In Fig. 2 , we show rotations obtained with Eqs. (15) and (16) for an image with 1-or-0 values; as in ordinary Fourier analysis, the "discontinuities" inevitably lead to Gibbs-like oscillations, but smoothing quickly lets them die away [8] .
The composition of rotations, Rα 1 Rα 2 Rα 1 α 2 , proceeds through the corresponding composition of their representing N 2 × N 2 matrices, X 
The null rotation is R 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL ROTATIONS
Three-dimensional rotations R 3 α; β; γ form a group SO3 that will act on N × N × N pixellated cubes parametrized by Euler angles as R 3 α; β; γ R x;y αR z;x βR x;y γ;
where R i;i 0 α are 2D rotations in the i; i 0 plane (i.e., around the z, y, and z axes, respectively). With an evident notation, it is natural to use this decomposition to rotate threedimensional images f ≡ jfi of 
In Fig. 3 , we show successive rotations of a 3D image by angles ψ about the axis that joins two opposing vertices of the cube; at 2π∕3 120°, the original 3D image is Since Eq. (20) is the product of three real unitary transformations in separate planes, these 3D transformations are real and unitary (i.e., orthogonal) maps of C N 3 , and are hence reversible with no loss of information. Perhaps surprisingly, they do not form a representation of SO3, as Eq. (16) does for plane SO2 rotations-that is, the product of two 3D transformations [Eq. (19)] will generally not follow the product of the corresponding 2 × 2 spin realization of this group, because the imported 2D bases Λ j n;μ m i ; m i 0 in Eq. (11) do not commute with rotations outside their planes. Those that do form SO2 subgroups are rotations around the z axis R 3 α; 0; 0 parametrized by α ∈ S 1 (the circle), and rotations with any axisn that lies in the x; y plane, R 3 γ; β; −γ, where γ is fixed, son − sin γ; cos γ; 0 and β ∈ S 1 . In these cases, the matrix elements of R 
D-DIMENSIONAL ROTATIONS
The Euler angle parametrization can be extended to D dimensions given by 1∕2DD − 1 rotations in successive planes. One minor point concerns the z-y-z sequence of 3D rotations, which is bettered by considering z-x-z rotations in the planes (1,2)-(2,3)-(1,2), because this can be more easily generalized [12] . As mentioned above, the Wigner little-d functions d j m;m 0 β that represent rotations around the y axis are real by convention, while those around the x axis will be multiplied by phases expi1∕2πm − m 0 ; equivalently, we can use the little-d's for rotations in the (2,3) plane and place a phase factor exp−i1∕2πm − m 0 for rotations in the (3,1) plane (which will not be needed).
Following this z-x-z convention, and generally indicating by θ d i;i 0 a rotation angle in the i; i 0 plane as before, one can write the factorization of the SOD group manifold as
where S d is the manifold of the d-sphere, whose d-angle coordinates and ranges are 
APPROXIMATION, EXTENSIONS, AND CONCLUSION
We have extended previous work on plane rotations of Cartesian-pixellated N × N images to generic dimension D-in particular, to three dimensions. The main advantage of these rotations is that they are unitary and real-i.e., orthogonal-in the complex vector space C N D , so information is conserved. The main drawback of unitarity is the heavy computational cost, because every pixel of the transformed image generally depends on the values of all the original ones, leading to ∝ N 2D growth in the number of product and sum operations. No fast algorithm seems to exist. Also, beyond D 2 these transformations do not represent the group faithfully, since they do not follow its product law exactly.
As we saw in Section 3, the rows of states nj 4j 0 in the D 2 case do not mix under the imported rotations. Thus, if we approximate (smoothen or filter) an image ff m x ;m y g by its total mode components n n x n y (such as eliminating highfrequency ones), the resulting (approximate) images will transform equally under R 2 θ; i.e., these approximants will be covariant under 2D rotations [8] .
The strategy to use the plane rotations for the Ddimensional case can be extended rather straightforwardly to the Fourier group U F D ⊃ SOD [9] , which includes fractional Fourier-Kravchuk transforms and gyrations. The former involve multiplication of the states Ψ n i m i by phases e in i ϕ , and the latter are products with rotations [10] . The D 2 parameters of U F D can be built as the analogues of the Euler-angle decomposition out of phases and plane rotations. Yet only for D 2 plane-pixellated images will these transformations follow the U2 product law. Finally, the Fourier group is but a subgroup of the most general group UN D of unitary transformations among the N D pixel elements of images f m 1 ;…;m D ∈ C N D . This is the "aberration group" described in Ref. [13] for 1D finite signals. At present, we see no compelling application for this group beyond the two-dimensional case. Yet it would further the understanding of the structure of all transformations that conserve information in finite discrete systems, from the same viewpoint where linear and nonlinear canonical transformations conserve the structure of Hamiltonian geometric optics.
